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OPINION AND ORDER

The respondents appeal an administrative law judge’s

opinion filed April 30, 2012.  The administrative law judge

found that the claimant sustained an injury arising out of

and in the course of employment.  The administrative law

judge awarded reasonably necessary medical treatment and

temporary total disability benefits.  After reviewing the

entire record de novo, the Full Commission finds that the

claimant proved he sustained a compensable injury.  The Full

Commission finds that the claimant proved he was entitled to
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reasonably necessary medical treatment.  We find that the

claimant proved he was entitled to temporary total

disability benefits from June 2, 2011 until July 18, 2011.   

I.  HISTORY

Jimmy DeVries, now age 60, testified that he became

employed as a drill press operator for L.A. Darling Co.,

Inc. in June 1981.  Mr. DeVries’ testimony indicated that he

sustained a nonwork-related right knee injury in about 2005. 

An x-ray taken in October 2005 showed degenerative change of

the right knee.  Dr. Ron D. Schechter performed surgery on

October 31, 2005: “1.  Right knee arthroscopy.  2.  Right

knee synovectomy.  3.  Right knee chondroplasties of the

patellofemoral joint and medial compartment.  4.  Right knee

medial meniscus debridement.  5.  Right knee lateral

meniscial cyst debridement.”  The post-operative diagnosis

was “1.  Right knee osteoarthritis.  2.  Right knee medial

meniscus tear.  3.  Right knee lateral meniscus anterior

horn meniscial cyst.”  

The claimant followed up with Dr. Schechter on November

10, 2005: “He reports he is doing much better.  He already

has much less pain than before surgery....He is doing well

enough already that we agreed he could progress with
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activities as tolerated including work and follow-up as

needed.  We discussed how in addition to his cartilage tears

and impinging tissue, he was found to have significant

cartilage loss/arthritis.  If his symptoms worsen again, we

can treat him from an arthritic standpoint....”  The

claimant testified that he did not suffer from right knee

problems after Dr. Schechter’s release in 2005.  

The parties stipulated that the employment relationship

existed on June 1, 2011.  The claimant testified that he was

working for the respondents as a “racker,” putting parts on

a line.  The claimant testified that he sustained an

accidental injury on June 1, 2011: “I just walked up to the

line, and got too close, and on the end of the line, it’s

sharp.  And it’s about knee high, and I just - I bumped my

knee pretty hard and I just - then, I just kept working.” 

The claimant testified that he finished his work shift on

June 1, 2011 but was physically unable to return to work on

June 2, 2011.  The claimant testified, “I couldn’t even

walk....my leg was hurting so bad.”  The claimant testified

that he called his supervisor, Rodney Garner, and “I told

him I got hurt on them conveyor lines.”  
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The claimant’s testimony indicated that the respondents

authorized him to seek medical treatment.  The claimant

filled out a Triage Registration Form at the Emergency

Department of Arkansas Methodist Medical Center on June 3,

2011.  The claimant filled out a blank following “Reason for

Emergency Visit” and appeared to write, “Knee paine (sic)

and back pain,” “Leg paine (sic) down leg and back.”  An x-

ray of the claimant’s lumbar spine on June 3, 2011 showed

“Degenerative change lumbar spine.”  An x-ray of the

claimant’s right knee was taken on June 3, 2011:

There is narrowing of the medial joint space with
bony spur at the medial tibial plateau and femoral
condyle.  There is beaking of the tibial eminence. 
Lateral joint space maintained.  Bony spur at the
lateral tibial plateau.  There is narrowing of
patellofemoral joint space with bony spur superior
aspect of patella.  No acute fracture or
dislocation.

IMPRESSION: Degenerative change right knee.  

The claimant was seen at Paragould Doctors’ Clinic on

June 3, 2011: “Patient states that he was walking between 2

conveyer (sic) belts and bumped his right knee into one of

them.  Date of Accident: 06/01/2011.”  The claimant was

assessed with “Knee Pain” and “Leg Pain, Right.”  

Dr. Dwight M. Williams, who the claimant testified was

the company physician, reported on June 3, 2011, “Patient is
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a workman’s comp visit today from Darling.  Patient states

he ran into something with his (R) knee and he was able to

work a few hours and then started hurting a lot worse with

his (R) knee, (R) thigh, and lower (R) back, he had been

lifting parts....he is tender across the (R) lower knee, but

there is no obvious effusion.  Good ROM of the knee.”  Dr.

Williams assessed “1.  Acute Knee Strain.  2.  Acute Lumbar

Strain secondary to lifting.  P: We will put him at

sedentary duty, with no lifting, stooping or bending, he can

sit for the next day.  Next week he can start light lifting,

no more than 10 lbs.”  Dr. Williams noted, “May return to

work on 06/06/2011....Restrictions effective until

06/14/2011.”    

Rodney Garner signed the following statement dated June

3, 2011:

Jimmy works on the paint line as a racker.  His
start time on June 2, should have been 6:00 a.m. 
At approximately 8:00 a.m., I received a call from
Jimmy asking for vacation for June 2 and June 3. 
He said that he was tired and worn out and just
needed a couple of days off.  At the end of the
conversation, Jimmy stated that he bumped his knee
at work on June 1, 2011.  

A couple of hours later, Jimmy’s wife called and
said that Jimmy was unable to get out of bed.  She
said he couldn’t get up and get around and that it
was due to hitting his knee at work on June 1.  I
told her then that she needed to hang up and
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call right back and talk to Donna.  I had
forgotten that Donna was off on vacation.

An ER Nursing Assessment on June 5, 2011 indicated, “A:

Right knee swelling, redness noted.  Also noted previous

scar tissue from surgery.  Distal SMCS intact.”  A physician

assessed “R knee pain” on June 5, 2011, and the physician’s

handwritten notes appeared to indicate that conservative

treatment was recommended.  

The claimant’s family physician, Dr. Bobby Thompson,

saw the claimant on June 6, 2011: “58 year old male presents

with c/o knee pain right knee for a week.  Says he struck

his right knee on a metal table at work.  Since then, he has

had a lot of pain with standing and ambulating.  Gets better

when he lies down.  Said he was seen initially for this with

WC doctor, but his claim was dropped b/c he didn’t report it

until the next day.  Says pain got worse when he got up the

next day after injury.”  Dr. Thompson assessed “1. 

Contusion Knee....Will put in knee immobilizer for now to

take pressure of (sic) knee during ambulation.”  

An MRI of the claimant’s right knee was taken on June

20, 2011:

58 year old right knee pain.  He took a blow to
the right knee, inferior to the patella on June 1,
2011.  Pain and numbness in the right knee
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anteriorly since.  Previous surgery on the knee in
2005....

OPINION: Focal area of marrow edema, microfracture
involving the medial femoral condyle subcortical
region.  Post surgical change is thought present
in the anterior horn of the medial meniscus. 
Degenerative changes about the knee, prominent for
the patient’s age.

  
The claimant followed up with Dr. Thompson on July 11,

2011: “Pt has had an immobilizer on and this has helped. 

MRI showed microfracture medial femoral condyle.”  Dr.

Thompson assessed “1.  FX Femoral Condyle - Close.”  Dr.

Thompson prescribed medication and stated, “Improving with

conservative treatment with brace.  Pt to continue wearing

brace for the next 2 weeks and discontinue once pain

improved.  Should be able to return to work next Monday

without restriction.”

The claimant agreed on cross-examination that he

resigned his employment with the respondents on July 15,

2011.  The claimant testified on direct examination:

Q.  Why did you stop working for L.A. Darling?

A.  Because my doctor wanted me to go on light
duty, and I told him I couldn’t go on light duty.

Q.  Why couldn’t you go on light duty?

A.  Because the only way you can get on light duty
is through workman’s comp, and they dropped that. 
So, I couldn’t get on light duty, and he was going
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to write me a bill - a note to tell me I could go
back to work for light duty, but I told him that
it wouldn’t - they wouldn’t take it.  They
wouldn’t let be on light duty.  So, that’s why he
turned around and wrote another one that’s where I
could just go back to work, but he wanted me to go
on light duty.  

Q.  Okay.  And Jimmy, did you try to do any kind
of work at Darling after that?

A.  No.  

Q.  Why did you not try to do any work?

A.  They wouldn’t put me on light duty.  My doctor
wanted me to go on light duty, and Darling
wouldn’t put me on light duty, so I couldn’t go
back to work.

Q.  Why are you not - did they terminate you or
did you terminate your employment?

A.  I just told them I had to quit, because I
couldn’t come back to work full time, and I just
couldn’t go back - I couldn’t come back to work
full time, when -

Q.  Why couldn’t you go back to work full time?

A.  Well, I wasn’t completely - my knee, it just -
it just still bothered me, and I just couldn’t - I
couldn’t hold up doing that all day.

    
The claimant testified that he worked for 30 days as a

welder for another company in November 2011.  

A pre-hearing order was filed on January 9, 2012.  The

claimant contended that he sustained a fracture to his knee

in the course and scope of his employment on June 1, 2011. 
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The claimant contended that he was entitled to temporary

total disability benefits from the date of the injury

through a date yet to be determined.  The claimant contended

that he continued to experience problems related to the

injury, and that additional medical treatment was reasonably

necessary for treatment of his injury.  The respondents

contended that the claimant did not sustain a compensable

injury on June 1, 2011.  An administrative law judge

scheduled a hearing on the issues of compensability, medical

and temporary total disability benefits, and controverted

attorney fees.

A hearing was held on April 20, 2012.  The claimant

testified regarding his activities, “I can’t do much of

nothing right now....Because my knee still bothers me....I

can’t put no weight on my knee....It still swells up a

little bit, and it just still hurts.”  The claimant

testified that he did not think he was physically able to

return to work for the respondents.  The claimant contended

that he was entitled to temporary total disability benefits

from June 2, 2011 through November 3, 2011.  

An administrative law judge filed an opinion on April

30, 2012.  The administrative law judge found that the
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claimant sustained an injury to his right knee arising out

of and in the course of employment.  The administrative law

judge found that the claimant was entitled to reasonably

necessary medical treatment and temporary total disability

benefits.  

The respondents appeal to the Full Commission.

II.  ADJUDICATION

A.  Compensability

Act 796 of 1993, as codified at Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(4)(Repl. 2002), provides:

(A) “Compensable injury” means:
(i) An accidental injury causing internal or
external physical harm to the body ...
arising out of and in the course of employment and
which requires medical services or results in
disability or death.  An injury is “accidental”
only if it is caused by a specific incident and is
identifiable by time and place of occurrence[.]

A compensable injury must be established by medical

evidence supported by objective findings.  Ark. Code Ann.

§11-9-102(4)(D)(Repl. 2002).  “Objective findings” are those

findings which cannot come under the voluntary control of

the patient.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(16)(A)(i)(Repl.

2002).

The employee has the burden of proving by a

preponderance of the evidence that he sustained a
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compensable injury.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(E)(i)(Repl.

2002).  Preponderance of the evidence means the evidence

having greater weight or convincing force.  Metropolitan

Nat’l Bank v. La Sher Oil Co., 81 Ark. App. 269, 101 S.W.3d

252 (2003).

An administrative law judge found in the present

matter, “3.  On June 1, 2011, the claimant sustained an

injury to his right knee arising out of and in the course of

his employment[.]” The Full Commission finds that the

claimant proved by a preponderance of the evidence that he

sustained a compensable injury.  The claimant became

employed with the respondents in 1981, and the parties

stipulated that the employment relationship existed on June

1, 2011.  The claimant testified that he bumped his knee on

a sharp edge of a line on that date.  The claimant informed

his supervisor about the incident, and the respondents

authorized the claimant to seek medical treatment.  The

claimant reported at Paragould Doctor’s Clinic on June 3,

2011 that he had bumped his right knee between two conveyor

belts at work.  The company physician saw the claimant on

June 3, 2011 an assessed acute knee strain.  The claimant’s

supervisor, Rodney Garner, wrote on June 3, 2011, “Jimmy
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stated that he bumped his knee at work on June 1, 2011.”  An

emergency nursing assessment on June 5, 2011 indicated that

the claimant’s right knee was red and swollen.  An MRI on

June 20, 2011 showed marrow edema and a microfracture in the

claimant’s right knee.

The respondents assert that the claimant was not a

credible witness.  However, the Full Commission finds that

the prevailing weight of evidence corroborates the

claimant’s testimony.  We find that the claimant proved by a

preponderance of the evidence that he sustained a

compensable injury.  The claimant proved that he sustained

an accidental injury causing physical harm to the body.  The

claimant proved that the injury arose out of and in the

course of employment, required medical services, and

resulted in disability.  The claimant proved that the injury

to his right knee was accidental and was caused by a

specific incident identifiable by time and place of

occurrence on June 1, 2011.  The claimant established a

compensable injury to his right knee by medical evidence

supported by objective findings not within the claimant’s

voluntary control.  These objective findings were the right

knee swelling and redness noted on June 5, 2011, as well as
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the marrow edema and microfracture reported in the June 20,

2011 MRI of the claimant’s right knee.

B.  Medical Treatment

The employer shall promptly provide for an injured

employee such medical treatment as may be reasonably

necessary in connection with the injury received by the

employee.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-508(a)(Repl. 2002).  The

employee has the burden of proving by a preponderance of the

evidence that medical treatment is reasonably necessary. 

Stone v. Dollar General Stores, 91 Ark. App. 260, 209 S.W.3d

445 (2005).  What constitutes reasonably necessary medical

treatment is a question of fact for the Commission.  Wright

Contracting Co. v. Randall, 12 Ark. App. 358, 676 S.W.2d 750

(1984).

An administrative law judge found in the present

matter, “5.  The respondent shall pay all reasonable

hospital and medical expenses arising out of the claimant’s

compensable injury of June 1, 2011, to include that received

under the care of and at the directions of Dr. Bobby A.

Thompson.”  The Full Commission affirms this finding.  We

have found that the claimant proved he sustained a

compensable injury to his right knee on June 1, 2011.  Dr.
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Williams assessed acute knee strain on June 3, 2011.  Dr.

Thompson assessed a right knee contusion on June 6, 2011,

and a subsequent MRI showed edema and a microfracture in the

medial femoral condyle.  Dr. Thompson treated the claimant

conservatively and advised the claimant on July 11, 2011,

“Pt to continue wearing brace for the next 2 weeks and

discontinue once pain improved.”  The claimant testified at

the April 20, 2012 hearing that he still suffered from

swelling and pain in his right knee, in addition to

difficulty walking.  The Full Commission finds that the

claimant proved all of the medical treatment of record for

the claimant’s right knee was reasonably necessary in

connection with the compensable injury.  

C.  Temporary Disability

An employee who has sustained a scheduled injury is

entitled to receive temporary total or temporary partial

disability benefits during his healing period or until he

returns to work regardless of whether he has demonstrated

that he is actually incapacitated from earning wages. 

Wheeler Constr. Co. v. Armstrong, 73 Ark. App. 146, 41

S.W.3d 822 (2001).  The healing period is that period for

healing of the injury which continues until the employee is
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as far restored as the permanent character of the injury

will permit.  Nix v. Wilson World Hotel, 46 Ark. App. 303,

879 S.W.2d 457 (1994).  If the underlying condition causing

the disability has become more stable and if nothing further

in the way of treatment will improve that condition, the

healing period has ended.  Id.  Whether an employee’s

healing period has ended is a question of fact for the

Commission.  Ketcher Roofing Co. v. Johnson, 50 Ark. App.

63, 901 S.W.2d 25 (1995).

An administrative law judge found in the present matter

that the claimant was “temporarily totally disabled for the

period June 2, 2011 and continuing through November 3,

2011.”  The Full Commission does not affirm this finding. 

The claimant sustained a compensable injury to his right

knee on Wednesday, June 1, 2011.  The claimant testified

that he was suffering from acute pain in his right knee

following the accidental injury, and that he was unable to

return to work on June 2, 2011.  Dr. Williams assessed acute

knee strain on June 3, 2011 and stated that the claimant

could return to work on Monday, June 6, 2011.  Dr. Williams

assigned work restrictions of sedentary duty, no lifting,

stooping, or bending.  Dr. Williams stated that the
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claimant’s work restrictions would remain effective until

June 14, 2011.  However, the claimant testified that light

duty work was not available with the respondent-employer. 

We therefore find that the claimant was entitled to

temporary total disability benefits for his compensable

scheduled injury beginning June 2, 2011.

Dr. Thompson began treating the claimant on June 6,

2011 and put the claimant in a knee immobilizer.  Dr.

Thompson reported on Monday, July 11, 2011, “Pt has had an

immobilizer on and this has helped....Pt to continue wearing

brace for the next two weeks and discontinue once pain

improved.  Should be able to return to work next Monday

without restriction.”  There are no subsequent reports from

Dr. Thompson indicating that the claimant was unable to

return to unrestricted work on Monday, July 18, 2011.  The

Full Commission finds that the claimant reached the end of a

healing period for his compensable injury no later than July

18, 2011.  Temporary total disability benefits cannot be

awarded after the healing period has ended.  Elk Roofing Co.

v. Pinson, 22 Ark. App. 191, 737 S.W.2d 661 (1987).  The

instant claimant proved he was entitled to temporary total

disability benefits from June 2, 2011 until July 18, 2011.   
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     Based on our de novo review of the entire record, the

Full Commission finds that the claimant proved by a

preponderance of the evidence that he sustained a

compensable injury to his right knee.  We find that the

claimant proved he was entitled to continued medical

treatment with Dr. Thompson.  There are currently no medical

reports of record indicating that the claimant is a

candidate for surgery, and the Full Commission does not find

that the claimant proved he was entitled to surgery for his

compensable injury.  The claimant proved he was entitled to

temporary total disability benefits beginning June 2, 2011

until July 18, 2011.  The respondents are entitled to an

appropriate credit in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

411(Repl. 2002).  The claimant’s attorney is entitled to

fees for legal services in accordance with Ark. Code Ann.

§11-9-715(Repl. 2002).  For prevailing on appeal, the

claimant’s attorney is entitled to an additional fee of five

hundred dollars ($500), pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

715(b)(Repl. 2002).
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IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                       
                        A. WATSON BELL, Chairman

                                                       
                        PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner

Commissioner McKinney dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

          I must respectfully dissent from the majority

opinion finding that the claimant was found to have

sustained a compensable right knee injury on June 1, 2011,

for which he is entitled to medical and indemnity benefits. 

My carefully conducted de novo review of this claim in its

entirety reveals that the claimant has failed to prove by a

preponderance of the evidence that he sustained a

compensable right knee injury on June 1, 2011. 

          The claimant has the burden of proving by a

preponderance of the evidence the compensability of his

claim.  Jordan v. Tyson Foods, 51 Ark. App. 911 S.W.2d 593

(1995); Kuhn v. Majestic Hotel, 50 Ark. App. 23, 899 S.W.2d

845 (1995).  For the claimant to establish a compensable

injury as a result of a specific incident which is

identifiable by time and place of occurrence, the following
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requirements of Ark. Code. Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(A)(Supp.

2005), must be established: (1) proof by a preponderance of

the evidence of an injury arising out of and in the course

of employment; (2) proof by a preponderance of the evidence

that the injury caused internal or external physical harm to

the body which required medical services or resulted in a

disability or death; (3) medical evidence supported by

objective findings, as defined in Ark. Code. Ann. § 11-9-

102(16), establishing the injury; and (4) proof by a

preponderance of the evidence that the injury was caused by

a specific incident and is identifiable by time and place of

occurrence. See also, Ark. Code. Ann. § 11-9-

103(4)(E)(i)(Supp. 2005); Freeman v. ConAgra Frozen Foods,

344 Ark. 296, 40 S.W.3d 760 (2001); Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v.

Westbrook, 77 Ark. App. 167, 72 S.W.3d 889 (2002).  If the

claimant fails to establish by a preponderance of the

evidence any of the requirements for establishing the

compensability of a claim, compensation must be denied. 

Mikel v. Engineered Specialty Plastics, 56 Ark. App. 126,

938 S.W.2d 876 (1997), see also Reed v. ConAgra Frozen

Foods, Full Commission Opinion, February 2, 1995 (Claim No.

E317744).  Medical opinions addressing compensability must
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be stated within a reasonable degree of medical certainty. 

Crudup v. Regal Ware, Inc., 341 Ark. 804, 20 S.W.3d 900

(2000).

          The claimant has failed to establish

compensability of his alleged knee injury for the following

reasons.

          First, the claimant testified that he injured his

right knee when he hit it against a conveyor belt at

approximately 1 p.m. on the afternoon of June 1, 2011.  The

claimant further testified that he failed to immediately

report this injury to his supervisor, Mr. Garner, because he

could not find him.  However, Mr. Garner’s testimony

contradicts that of the claimant’s in that he stated that he

was at the plant during the time in question.  Further, the

claimant testified that he called Mr. Garner at around 5:30

a.m. the next morning in order to report his injury.  While

Mr. Garner stated that the claimant did in fact call him on

June 2, 2011, and that, almost as an afterthought, he

reported having hurt his knee the previous day, the claimant

could not have called in before the switchboard opened at 8

a.m., and that his stated reason for calling was to inform
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him that he was “tired and run down and didn’t feel like

coming in.”  

          Moreover, and more importantly, according to Mr.

Garner it would have been impossible for the claimant to

have sustained an injury to his right knee in the manner in

which he described in that the conveyor upon which he stated

to Mr. Garner he struck his knee would have resulted in a

left knee injury, as opposed to the right knee. 

          The claimant has failed to offer proof to

corroborate his current version of events with regard to his

alleged injury.  In addition, the claimant’s testimony with

regard to the mechanics of his alleged injury is

questionable in that medical reports contemporaneous with

this alleged incident reflect that the claimant reported

having “struck his right knee on a metal table at work,”

and/or that he “ran into something.”  Thus, the claimant’s

version of events has varied from the onset of his alleged

injury, thereby creating doubt as to the accuracy his

testimony.  

          Mr. Garner, on the other hand, whom I note is no

longer employed with the respondent employer, and is,

therefore, unbiased with regard to the outcome of this
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claim, testified as to what the claimant told him with

regard to the mechanics of his alleged injury of June 1,

2011.  According to the claimant’s description of his injury

to Mr. Garner, it is implausible to conclude that he would

have sustained an injury to his right knee in the manner

which he now claims due to the height and position of the

conveyors involved.  Moreover, even as far back as 2005, Dr.

Schechter noted in his observations of the claimant’s

demeanor and conduct that he has a propensity to exaggerate

his symptoms and over-dramatize his pain.  This, therefore,

tends to bring the claimant’s testimony into question in

terms of reliability of the accuracy of his description of

events surrounding his alleged accident.  Finally, the fact

that the claimant asserts that he requested that Dr.

Thompson falsify documents regarding his ability to return

to work, for what purpose one would have to speculate due to

the fact that he quit his job almost immediately thereafter,

places all of his testimony into question and strongly

diminishes his credibility.  Therefore, considering the

plausibility of the claimant’s testimony, the consistency of

the claimant’s testimony with the other evidence and

testimony, the claimant’s interest in the outcome of the
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claim, and the claimant’s bias, prejudice, or motives in

view of the record as whole, I find that the claimant’s

current version of events with regard to the mechanics of

his alleged right knee injury is not credible.  Moreover,

notwithstanding the claimant’s testimony that he did not

have problems with his right knee following his arthroscopy

on 2005, and even considering the testimony of the

claimant’s wife confirming his own, Mr. Garner testified

that he often observed the claimant walking “stiff-legged.” 

Mr. Garner’s testimony appears to be consistent with the

fact the claimant was diagnosed with degenerative arthritis

which required surgical intervention in 2005, and which,

according to Dr. Schechter could eventually lead to total

knee replacement.  This tends to cause reasonable minds to

question the veracity of claimant’s claim that he had

experienced no problems “whatsoever” with his right knee

from October 31, 2011, up and until the time that he

allegedly injured his right knee on June 1, 2011.

          Based upon the above and forgoing, I find that the

testimony of Mr. Garner is more credible than the testimony

of the claimant, and that it should, therefore, be given

more weight.  Because I find that the claimant’s testimony
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regarding the mechanics of his alleged injury, and the

explanation that he offered in terms of reporting said

injury are not credible, I further find that the claimant

has failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that

he injured his right knee on June 1, 2011, as described.  

          Moreover, other than his own self-serving

testimony, the claimant has failed to present medical

evidence to support that he sustained a right knee injury on

June 1, 2011, in the course and scope of his employment. 

Upon physical examination of the claimant’s right knee,

neither Dr. Williams nor Dr. Thompson noted objective,

physical signs of injury.  There was no redness, effusion,

swelling, or other acute pathology noted in either of their

chart notes which would indicate that the claimant had

sustained an injury to such an extent as both he and his

wife, who stated that the claimant was confined to bed for

20 days following this incident, described.  And while the

medical records indicate that the claimant was assessed with

a right knee  medial femoral condyle microfracture on July

11, 2011, Dr. Thompson failed to specifically attribute this

condition to the claimant’s alleged work-place incident. 

Instead, Dr. Thompson appears to have taken at face value
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the claimant’s claim of a work-related injury without

offering any opinion of his own concerning causation.  For

reasons already discussed, the claimant’s testimony in this

regard is questionable.  Therefore, because the claimant has

failed to present medical evidence supported by objective

findings that his microfracure was the result of a work-

place incident, I find that the claimant has thus failed to

prove the compensability of his claim and compensability

should be denied.  Accordingly, for those reasons stated

herein, I must respectfully dissent for the majority's

opinion. 

                                 
KAREN H. MCKINNEY, COMMISSIONER


